
Twisted Pair -  Technical Rider 

By mandafounis - dragonas, ortega, skiada

Contacts

Association Cie Projet 11     

Mélanie Fréguin      

C/o L’Imprimerie      

Rue du Pré-Jérôme 6      

1205 Geneva, Switzerland

Tel:  +41 77 477 84 88

E: melanie.mamaza@gmail.com

Technical director

David Kretonik 

Tel: +41 79 249 28 27

E: d.kretonic@gmail.com

General
- Running time : 50min, no intermission

- Set up time : 1 day

Transport
- No set up to transport

Stage
- Clean white linoleum

- Depending of the space, it could be that we need to cover the side walls with black fabric/ decision taken 

upon arrival

- Cleared ceiling

- Cleared sides of stage for entrances and exists

Sound
- 2 HP front stage, 2 HP back stage stéréo, 2 HP behind the tribune, 2 sub

- Mixing table with equalizer with delay, 4 entry lines and 8 output

Light
- Set up: plan below

- 35 lights, ( their number can change depending of the space)

- All lights have to be equipped with filters Lee 251
- Circuits are named from 1 to 6 and from 25 to 30 on a table of 2,50m hight with direct visibility on stage 

- 2 projectors used as light above the audience 

- We use our own light console ( mixing Table)
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Working people
- 2 light technicians (4 hours)

- 1 sound technician (4 hours)

- 1 person responsable for the space and its technical maters during all shows and rehearsals 

Daily cleaning of the dressing rooms before the arrival of the artists

Wardrobe/ Dressing rooms
- We need space for 2 dancers: 1 male and 1 female, equipped with chairs, tables, mirrors, lights, showers 

and WC

- Min. 1 coat racks and coat hangers

- Washing machine and dryer

- Iron and ironing-board

- 1 fresh towel every day for every dancer

- 2L mineral water every day for every company member and fresh fruits and healthy snacks

- A wardrobe person, one male or female help, is required to help collecting all items requiring dry cleaning, 

washing, pressing and small repairs

- All wardrobes must be returned to the dressing room(s) one hour prior to scheduled rehearsal time

- All rooms must be reserved for us for the whole time of our stay

Ballet studio
- We will use your studio

Air Condition
- The stage, the studio and all other rooms need adequate AC and heating for the needs of dancers

- That means at the time the dancers come on stage the temperature there should be between 23°C and 

24°C. (61F – 75F)

Requested information
- Medical services: a list of the following should be available in the theatre: dentist, chiropractor, physiother-

apist, general doctor.

- Name and telephone number of the technical director (this person has to be present or available at any 

time during set up, rehearsals, performances and strike)

- We would also appreciate receiving a list of restaurants in the vicinity of the theatre.
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Set up lights


